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The novel is alright. The soundtrack is rad.. Just a little addition, that is worth every penny! Recommended for those, who have
played Analogue: A Hate Story, and loved the soundtrack.. I highly recommend Analogue: A Hate Story, especially if you're a
fan of visual novels. The story is intricate and was a very interesting read. It was emotional and puts you through all the feels. It
was very cute at times, made you chuckle, and then put you through a wild rollercoaster of emotions.. If you love the game
and/or the music, grab this. It contains 18 music tracks (8 or 9 which I believe may not play at all in the game) in MP3 format
with 320kbps bit rate for all you High Quality Music lovers out there. They also include cover art so you don't have to go
hunting around for it or have an empty screen on your music player.. Amazing soundtrack. These songs are really catchy in a
way and give a feel of nostalgia.. When I first listened to the soundtrack alone, I got chills from nostalgia. But disregarding the
game, this is great music to have on in the background as you do pretty much anything. It's dramatic at times, light at others, and
wonderfully atmospheric.
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